Putrid Puzzles

PIRATE CODES

Can you crack the pirate’s code?

Decode these messages to find two great pirate treasures!

CODE BREAKER!

Use the key below to decode the pirate messages.
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Crack it!

I WAS KNOWN AS....
________________________
________________________
________________________

MY REAL NAME WAS...
________________________
________________________
________________________

MY SHIP WAS CALLED...
________________________
________________________
________________________

MY SHIP FLEW A FLAG WITH A PICTURE OF...
________________________
________________________
________________________

Crack it!

PERILOUS PIRATE FACTS!

1. On some ships when you needed to go to the loo you had to use a rope cage hanging over the sea. Ugh!

2. Pirates stole jewellery from wealthy passengers – sometimes cutting their fingers and hands off to get them!

3. When pirates buried treasure they would sometimes murder a prisoner and bury him on top, so if anyone tried to dig up the treasure they’d think it was just a grave.

I’VE GOT A BONE TO PICK WITH YOU

I HAVE ONE EYE-DEA!

SHIVER ME TIMBERS!

I’M SICK AS A PARROT

They’re TRUE!

These things were rare in England, expensive and easy to sell. Great pirate plunder!